Luxury gifting meets sustainability.
Luxury gifting meets sustainability with Sydney’s new, local service; Dalton &amp; Hughes.

Dalton & Hughes
• Dalton & Hughes is a bespoke gifting service founded in Sydney’s Northern Beaches by friends and co-founders Holly Dalton and Sophie Hughes
• The customisable Hampers feature Vintage Crystal Glasses paired with your selection of Champagne, Wine, Bottled Cocktails, Gin or Whisky.
• The luxury Hampers are housed in recyclable boxes, wrapped in reusable fabric and adorned with sustainably foraged flowers
• Dalton & Hughes also offers custom, personalised boxes for both Corporate Gifting and Weddings.

PALM BEACH, SYDNEY, March 2021

Dalton & Hughes was founded during the COVID-19 pandemic by long term friends Holly Dalton and Sophie Hughes, who were looking for a
thoughtful, sustainable and beautiful way to celebrate their loved ones and mark special occasions.

Dalton & Hughes Hampers include a pair of vintage glasses matched to your choice of premium beverage, wrapped in the Japanese style of Furoshiki
with reusable fabric and topped off with a posy of sustainably foraged flowers + a personalised card.

Why now

“Absolutely in love with the Champagne Hampers!! All the Bridesmaids loved them as well!! Thank you for making the day so special.” - Gill Horne

In a time where people are unable to celebrate in the way that they usually would for weddings or corporate events, a special gift is cherished. That’s
why Bride-to-be, Gill Horne had ten hampers delivered to Ripples Chowder Bay to celebrate the women who would have been her Brides-maids if
restrictions were not in place

“Our combined passion of luxury and the circular economy is what founded Dalton & Hughes, ensuring our customers can mark each occasion with
style, ease and a small footprint.” - Holly Dalton

Since launching the pair have had great success with corporate and wedding sales, executing corporate gifting moments for several major companies,
including Netflix and Afterpay.

Dalton & Hughes Hampers are available for delivery Australia-wide with prices ranging from $150 to $280 with an added flat shipping rate of $15 to
cover a COVID-safe hand delivery. Hampers are available for purchase here.

Guilt-free Gifting

Dalton & Hughes believes in sustainability, with all Hampers being completely plastic free.

Dalton & Hughes Gift Hampers are perfect for the conscious consumer with both the gift box and tissue paper being 100% recyclable and acid free,
and are made from a minimum of 80% post-consumer waste. The fabric wrapping is reusable and multi-purpose, while the flowers are locally and
sustainably foraged in NSW.

Each unique set of vintage glassware is hand selected and sourced from antique collectors across NSW, truly utilising the circular economy.
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